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IntroductoryIntroductory
Few of Few of SellarsSellars’ views are as challenging    ’ views are as challenging    
to interpret and evaluate as thoseto interpret and evaluate as those aboutaboutto interpret and evaluate as those to interpret and evaluate as those about about 
sense impressions and their distinguishing sense impressions and their distinguishing 
mental mental qualities.qualities.
I’ll take up some of his views about those I’ll take up some of his views about those 
matters,matters, and also urge some adjustments and also urge some adjustments 
of  his viewof  his view——knowing he would not wholly knowing he would not wholly 

f h t I’ll tf h t I’ll tapproveapprove of what I’ll suggest.of what I’ll suggest.
But I believe that where I’ll depart from But I believe that where I’ll depart from 
him, my departure is not only defensible, him, my departure is not only defensible, 
but also in the spirit of much though not but also in the spirit of much though not 
all of what he held about those issues.all of what he held about those issues.
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Since Galileo proclaimed that the book    Since Galileo proclaimed that the book    
of nature “is written in the language of of nature “is written in the language of 
mathematics,” philosophers have been mathematics,” philosophers have been 
struggling to make our commonsense struggling to make our commonsense 
picture of reality fit with the dictates of picture of reality fit with the dictates of 
sciencesciencescience.science.
Thus Thus SellarsSellars’ effort in all his discussions   ’ effort in all his discussions   
of sense impressions to fuse the manifest of sense impressions to fuse the manifest 
and scientific images.and scientific images.
Much of what Much of what SellarsSellars says about these says about these 
topics is, I believe, important and correct.topics is, I believe, important and correct.
But I’ll urge that his view also embodied   But I’ll urge that his view also embodied   
a mistaken stranda mistaken strand——though happily one we though happily one we 
can readily detach from the rest.can readily detach from the rest.
And I’ll sketch how things look And I’ll sketch how things look once we  once we  
do detach that strand.do detach that strand.
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OVERVIEWOVERVIEW

I. I. Relocation and Relocation and 
Consciousness Consciousness 

II.  QualityII.  Quality--Space Theory Space Theory Q yQ y p yp y
III.  Grain and AnalogyIII.  Grain and Analogy
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I.  Relocation and I.  Relocation and 
Consciousness Consciousness 

Galileo’s dictum casts apparent doubt on Galileo’s dictum casts apparent doubt on 
thethe nonmentalnonmental reality of properreality of proper sensiblessensiblesthe the nonmentalnonmental reality of proper reality of proper sensiblessensibles
such as color and sound,such as color and sound,
since such properties appear to resist being since such properties appear to resist being 
“written in the language of mathematics.”   “written in the language of mathematics.”   
How might the red an apple seems to us How might the red an apple seems to us 
to have succumb to scientific treatment?to have succumb to scientific treatment?
The usual move is to relocate the manifest The usual move is to relocate the manifest 
redness to the mind leaving behind mere redness to the mind leaving behind mere 
reflectance properties, and they do readily reflectance properties, and they do readily 
lend themselves to scientific formulation.lend themselves to scientific formulation.
Similarly for the other proper Similarly for the other proper sensiblessensibles..
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Such relocation isn’t free.  One cost has to Such relocation isn’t free.  One cost has to 
do with such do with such spatial propertiesspatial properties as shape, as shape, 
size, and location.size, and location.
We We seesee the sizes, shapes, and locations of the sizes, shapes, and locations of 
objects by seeing objects by seeing boundaries among colorsboundaries among colors
( f “SRII ” 356 “( f “SRII ” 356 “Ph liPh li ” 75 iti B k l )” 75 iti B k l )(cf. “SRII,” 356; “(cf. “SRII,” 356; “PhenomenalismPhenomenalism,” 75n., citing Berkeley),” 75n., citing Berkeley)..
So the properties of states that represent So the properties of states that represent 
visiblevisible (not, e.g., tactile)(not, e.g., tactile) shape and size are shape and size are 
inseparable from those that represent color. inseparable from those that represent color. 
But whatever the temptation to relocate But whatever the temptation to relocate 
colors and other propercolors and other proper sensiblessensibles,,colors and other proper colors and other proper sensiblessensibles,    ,    
there’s none to relocate spatial properties. there’s none to relocate spatial properties. 
That’s a puzzle if the two types of property That’s a puzzle if the two types of property 
are inseparable in sensing:  If are inseparable in sensing:  If we relocate we relocate 
colors, must we not also relocate colors, must we not also relocate their their 
boundaries?  I’ll return to this in boundaries?  I’ll return to this in §§§§IIII--III.III.
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Another cost of relocation is that whatever Another cost of relocation is that whatever 
seems problematic about manifest physical seems problematic about manifest physical 
color color will then show up in the mindwill then show up in the mind.. On On 
SellarsSellars’ view, that’s ultimate homogeneity’ view, that’s ultimate homogeneity.  .  
SellarsSellars adopts the relocation move, though adopts the relocation move, though 
in an unusually subtle wayin an unusually subtle wayin an unusually subtle way.in an unusually subtle way.
Still, that move has a consequence that Still, that move has a consequence that 
has not generally been noted.has not generally been noted.
The proper The proper sensiblessensibles resist mathematical resist mathematical 
treatment only treatment only asas we are aware of them. we are aware of them. 
SellarsSellars’ pink ice cube “presents itself to us ’ pink ice cube “presents itself to us p pp p
asas——we we are aware of it are aware of it asas——over over therethere” ” 
((CarusCarus III 15; quoted emphasis is always III 15; quoted emphasis is always SellarsSellars’ own)’ own).  .  
And it’s only And it’s only asas we are aware of it that its we are aware of it that its 
manifest pinkness resists the manifest pinkness resists the treatment we treatment we 
can give to wavelengths and molecules.can give to wavelengths and molecules.
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Here’s the unnoticed consequence:Here’s the unnoticed consequence:
When we think of the manifest pinkness of When we think of the manifest pinkness of 
the ice cube, we’re thinking of a property the ice cube, we’re thinking of a property 
as we’re aware of itas we’re aware of it,, not as it is in itself.not as it is in itself.
So if we relocate manifest physical pink   So if we relocate manifest physical pink   
to the mind we’ll also conceive of thatto the mind we’ll also conceive of thatto the mind, we ll also conceive of that to the mind, we ll also conceive of that 
relocated property relocated property as we’re aware of itas we’re aware of it..
Moreover, a sense impression that we’re Moreover, a sense impression that we’re 
aware of is a conscious state.aware of is a conscious state.
So conceiving of sense impressions on the So conceiving of sense impressions on the 
relocation picture automatically results in relocation picture automatically results in p yp y
conceiving of those states as consciousconceiving of those states as conscious..
SellarsSellars wouldn’t contest this:  “The wouldn’t contest this:  “The esseesse of of 
cubes of pink is … cubes of pink is … sentirisentiri” ” ((CarusCarus III 66)III 66)——
whether whether asas manifest physical cubes of manifest physical cubes of 
pink or pink or asas sensing states of ourselves.  sensing states of ourselves.  
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SellarsSellars sees this relocation as simply a sees this relocation as simply a 
““recategorizrecategoriz[[inging]” of the physical cubical ]” of the physical cubical 
volumes of pink that we see “as volumes of pink that we see “as sensory sensory 
states of the perceiver” states of the perceiver” ((CarusCarus III 44; cf. 47)III 44; cf. 47).  .  
We come to think about sense impressions We come to think about sense impressions 
of pink cubes by thinking about volumes ofof pink cubes by thinking about volumes ofof pink cubes by thinking about volumes of  of pink cubes by thinking about volumes of  
pink we seem to see out there as instead pink we seem to see out there as instead 
being states of our perceiving selves.being states of our perceiving selves.
This has implications for mental qualitiesThis has implications for mental qualities——
and so for and so for SellarsSellars’ ’ grain argumentgrain argument..
I’ll argue that the better path is simply toI’ll argue that the better path is simply toI ll argue that the better path is simply to I ll argue that the better path is simply to 
accept that accept that not all sensations of color are not all sensations of color are 
consciousconscious:: We see color both consciously We see color both consciously 
and and nonconsciouslynonconsciously. . 
We may then need not see color terms as We may then need not see color terms as 
mass nouns for color “stuff” mass nouns for color “stuff” ((CarusCarus I 47; 46, 62)I 47; 46, 62). . 
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Does the relocation picture Does the relocation picture requirerequire that we that we 
conceive of the manifest physical property conceive of the manifest physical property 
as we’re aware of itas we’re aware of it??
Mightn’t we relocate that manifest property Mightn’t we relocate that manifest property 
independently of how we’re aware of it?independently of how we’re aware of it?
Then we wouldn’t need to conceive of theThen we wouldn’t need to conceive of theThen we wouldn t need to conceive of the Then we wouldn t need to conceive of the 
relocatedrelocated mental qualities as conscious.mental qualities as conscious.
No.  The physical property we relocate is No.  The physical property we relocate is 
problematic for the particulate natures of problematic for the particulate natures of 
the scientific imagethe scientific image——and so mathematical and so mathematical 
treatmenttreatment——only insofar as that property  only insofar as that property  y p p yy p p y
is manifest, i.e., only is manifest, i.e., only as we’re aware of itas we’re aware of it..
There’s nothing about these There’s nothing about these properties properties in in 
themselvesthemselves——i.e., independent i.e., independent of how they of how they 
are present to are present to conscious perceivingconscious perceiving——that that 
requires relocation to the mind.requires relocation to the mind.
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Conceiving of mental qualities as relocated Conceiving of mental qualities as relocated 
physical properties results in seeing those physical properties results in seeing those 
mental qualities as mental qualities as intrinsicallyintrinsically consciousconscious..
But if a mental quality is conscious, one But if a mental quality is conscious, one 
has has firstfirst--person access to it.person access to it.
So if being conscious is intrinsic to mentalSo if being conscious is intrinsic to mentalSo if being conscious is intrinsic to mental So if being conscious is intrinsic to mental 
qualitiesqualities, it’s also , it’s also intrinsicintrinsic to them to them that we that we 
have have firstfirst--person access to themperson access to them..
ThirdThird--person access to such states is of person access to such states is of 
course not intrinsic.course not intrinsic.
So if firstSo if first--person access is intrinsic, it will person access is intrinsic, it will pp
trump any thirdtrump any third--person accessperson access..
We then can’t block We then can’t block allegedlyallegedly pretheoreticpretheoretic
intuitions about the intuitions about the inversioninversion or or absenceabsence
of mental qualitiesof mental qualities——and hence the and hence the soso--
called explanatory gap and “hard problem.”called explanatory gap and “hard problem.”
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There are also implications for There are also implications for the Giventhe Given::
A state’s being conscious means having A state’s being conscious means having 
subjective access to that state.subjective access to that state.
But conceiving of the mental qualities But conceiving of the mental qualities asas
relocated versions of perceptible properties relocated versions of perceptible properties 
as we’re consciously aware of themas we’re consciously aware of them resultsresultsas we re consciously aware of themas we re consciously aware of them results results 
in seeing mental qualities as intrinsicallyin seeing mental qualities as intrinsically——
i.e., i.e., directlydirectly——accessible.  accessible.  
And direct accessibility would be And direct accessibility would be in respect in respect 
of specific qualitiesof specific qualities——so they’d be so they’d be GivenGiven..
SellarsSellars has an ingenious way to avoid this has an ingenious way to avoid this g yg y
standard conclusion:  standard conclusion:  
FirstFirst--person access to sense impressions person access to sense impressions 
relies on concepts that relies on concepts that “are analogical “are analogical 
extensions extensions of concepts pertaining to the of concepts pertaining to the 
public or public or intersubjectiveintersubjective world” world” (“BBK,” p. 48)(“BBK,” p. 48)..
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Thus the subtlety of Thus the subtlety of SellarsSellars’ relocation story. ’ relocation story. 
“[V]“[V]isualisual impressions are prior impressions are prior in the order in the order 
of beingof being to concepts to concepts pertaining to physical pertaining to physical 
color,” since manifest color,” since manifest physical colors are physical colors are 
projections of mental qualities. projections of mental qualities. 
That’s theThat’s the ontological relocationontological relocation of manifestof manifestThat s the That s the ontological relocationontological relocation of manifest of manifest 
physical colors to the mind.physical colors to the mind.
But our But our conceptsconcepts of of physicalphysical colors “are colors “are 
prior in the order of knowingprior in the order of knowing to concepts to concepts 
pertaining to visual impressions”pertaining to visual impressions” (“SRII,” 357)(“SRII,” 357). . 
And that’s the rejection of the Given, since And that’s the rejection of the Given, since jj
conceptsconcepts of color sense impressions rest of color sense impressions rest 
on on conceptsconcepts of manifest physical colors.of manifest physical colors.
Distinguishing Distinguishing ontologicalontological from from conceptualconceptual
priority does thereby avoid the Givenpriority does thereby avoid the Given——
but but not intrinsic consciousnessnot intrinsic consciousness..
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Seeing physical colors as projected from Seeing physical colors as projected from 
mental qualities means that we’ve relocated mental qualities means that we’ve relocated 
those manifest physical colors to the mind.those manifest physical colors to the mind.
The only reason to do so is that manifest The only reason to do so is that manifest 
physical physical colors colors as we’re aware of themas we’re aware of them
resist the scientific imageresist the scientific imageresist the scientific image.resist the scientific image.
Since we start by conceiving of manifest Since we start by conceiving of manifest 
physical colors physical colors as we’re aware of themas we’re aware of them,,
we’ll also conceive of sense impressions  we’ll also conceive of sense impressions  
as we’re aware of them.as we’re aware of them.
Conceiving of sense impressions in Conceiving of sense impressions in terms terms g pg p
borrowed from concepts for manifest borrowed from concepts for manifest 
physical colors doesn’t avoid that.physical colors doesn’t avoid that.
So we’ll conceive of sense impressions as So we’ll conceive of sense impressions as 
being automatically consciousbeing automatically conscious——and being and being 
conscious as conscious as intrinsic to their natureintrinsic to their nature..
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On any relocation picture, On any relocation picture, SellarsSellars’ included, ’ included, 
sensations likely must be conscious.  But sensations likely must be conscious.  But 
did did SellarsSellars himself draw that conclusionhimself draw that conclusion??
He never mentions subliminal casesHe never mentions subliminal cases——and and 
“[t]he “[t]he esseesse of cubes of pink is … of cubes of pink is … sentirisentiri.”.”
H d th ’ t di ti iH d th ’ t di ti iHe does say there’s no contradiction in He does say there’s no contradiction in 
states of consciousness that aren’t states of consciousness that aren’t noticed noticed 
or apperceivedor apperceived ((SMSM I ¶24)I ¶24).  But that may well .  But that may well 
mean only that sensations, though always 
conscious, need not be introspected.
One can be aware of something but not itsOne can be aware of something but not itsOne can be aware of something but not its One can be aware of something but not its 
categorialcategorial status status ((CarusCarus I, 44)I, 44).. So we could  So we could  
be always aware of sensationsbe always aware of sensations——resulting resulting 
in their being always consciousin their being always conscious——but but not not 
aware of them in respect of their being aware of them in respect of their being 
sensory states of oneselfsensory states of oneself ((CarusCarus I 153)I 153)..
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Would being aware of what are in reality Would being aware of what are in reality 
sensations of colorsensations of color——but being aware of but being aware of 
them them asas manifest physical colorsmanifest physical colors——result result 
in those sensations’ being conscious?in those sensations’ being conscious?
One might think not.  One might think not.  OOne wouldn’t then ne wouldn’t then 
b f lf h i tib f lf h i tibe aware of oneself as having a sensation.be aware of oneself as having a sensation.
But being aware of something as a colored But being aware of something as a colored 
physical object in front of one is, according physical object in front of one is, according 
to to SellarsSellars, being aware of something that , being aware of something that 
is is in realityin reality a sensation of a volume of a sensation of a volume of 
color, which one wrongly conceptualizes color, which one wrongly conceptualizes co o , c o e o g y co cep ua esco o , c o e o g y co cep ua es
as a colored physical object.  One would as a colored physical object.  One would 
be aware of a sensation, though not as be aware of a sensation, though not as 
such, which would be conscious.  That such, which would be conscious.  That 
would help explain would help explain SellarsSellars’ apparent view ’ apparent view 
that sensations are invariably conscious.that sensations are invariably conscious.
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SellarsSellars’ goal was to explain “how we could ’ goal was to explain “how we could 
have arrived at have arrived at thth[e] idea” of states with [e] idea” of states with 
the explanatory power sense impressions the explanatory power sense impressions 
must have must have (“EPM,” (“EPM,” §§60, p. 190)60, p. 190)..
The danger was that this might require The danger was that this might require 
conceiving of sense impressions as Givenconceiving of sense impressions as Givenconceiving of sense impressions as Given.conceiving of sense impressions as Given.
His solution is that we conceive of them His solution is that we conceive of them 
using concepts using concepts derivedderived from our concepts from our concepts 
for, e.g., manifest physical colors.for, e.g., manifest physical colors.
But as long as we conceive of them as But as long as we conceive of them as 
relocated from those manifest colors, we’ll relocated from those manifest colors, we’ll ,,
see them as see them as intrinsicallyintrinsically consciousconscious——since since 
relocation is relocation is motivatedmotivated by conceiving of by conceiving of 
manifest colors manifest colors as we’re aware of themas we’re aware of them..
It’s useful to compare It’s useful to compare SellarsSellars’ account of ’ account of 
our firstour first--person access to person access to intentional statesintentional states..
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After Jones teaches his contemporaries to After Jones teaches his contemporaries to 
posit intentional states, “it now turns outposit intentional states, “it now turns out——
need it have?need it have?——that [they] can be trained that [they] can be trained 
to give reasonably reliable selfto give reasonably reliable self--descriptions, descriptions, 
using the language of the theory, without using the language of the theory, without 
having to observe [their] overt behaviorhaving to observe [their] overt behaviorhaving to observe [their] overt behavior. …  having to observe [their] overt behavior. …  
What began as a language with a purely What began as a language with a purely 
theoretical use has gained a [firsttheoretical use has gained a [first--person] person] 
reporting rolereporting role” ” (“EPM,” (“EPM,” §§59, p. 189)59, p. 189). . 
Such Such subjectively subjectively noninferentialnoninferential access to access to 
one’s own thoughts results in their being one’s own thoughts results in their being g gg g
conscious, since conscious, since subjectively subjectively noninferentialnoninferential
reportabilityreportability is the accepted commonsense is the accepted commonsense 
standard of a state’s being conscious.standard of a state’s being conscious.
Need it have turned out Need it have turned out that we come such that we come such 
access?  There are reasons to think soaccess?  There are reasons to think so..
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Jones’s contemporaries posit thoughts in Jones’s contemporaries posit thoughts in 
their own case as well as others’, and in their own case as well as others’, and in 
time gain facility in such selftime gain facility in such self--ascribing.ascribing.
So they come to be disposed to say ‘I think So they come to be disposed to say ‘I think 
it’s raining’ whenever they’re disposed to it’s raining’ whenever they’re disposed to 
say ‘It’s raining’ They come to besay ‘It’s raining’ They come to be likelikesay It s raining .  They come to besay It s raining .  They come to be——like like 
usus——pretty muchpretty much equally likely to use one equally likely to use one 
type of location as to use the other.type of location as to use the other.
This is not something built in.  It’s just that This is not something built in.  It’s just that 
applying Jones’s theory to oneself comes applying Jones’s theory to oneself comes 
to be automatic and second nature.  to be automatic and second nature.  
Jones’s contemporariesJones’s contemporaries——like uslike us——need just need just 
to be able to become habituated to apply to be able to become habituated to apply 
his theory to themselves in a way that his theory to themselves in a way that does does 
not subjectively relynot subjectively rely on any on any inference or inference or 
selfself--observation observation (Rosenthal, (Rosenthal, CMCM, 301, 301--305)305)..
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SellarsSellars gives a parallel story for sense gives a parallel story for sense 
impressions impressions (“EPM”, pp. 194(“EPM”, pp. 194--5, 5, §§62)62). . 
Jones’s theory Jones’s theory recategorizesrecategorizes manifest red; manifest red; 
so training is needed to report colors thus so training is needed to report colors thus 
recast recast asas mental qualities.mental qualities.
But ifBut if thethe esseesse of sense impressionsof sense impressions isisBut if But if the the esseesse of sense impressions of sense impressions is is 
sentirisentiri, why is training needed for one to , why is training needed for one to 
be able to report such states?be able to report such states?
SellarsSellars would reply that prewould reply that pre--JonesiansJonesians
don’t yet have the don’t yet have the conceptsconcepts needed to needed to 
report their sense impressionsreport their sense impressions——asas sense sense p pp p
impressions.impressions.
So So SellarsSellars can have sense impressions be can have sense impressions be 
always consciousalways conscious——though though not as suchnot as such..
For preFor pre--JoneseansJoneseans, they’re conscious only , they’re conscious only 
asas manifest perceptible properties. manifest perceptible properties. 
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II.  QualityII.  Quality--Space TheorySpace Theory
Our concept of visual impressions derives Our concept of visual impressions derives 
from concepts for perceptible objects:from concepts for perceptible objects:
“The “The essentialessential feature of the analogy is that feature of the analogy is that 
visual impressions … visual impressions … resemblresembl[e] and [differ] [e] and [differ] 
… [in ways] structurally similar to the ways … [in ways] structurally similar to the ways 
in which the in which the colourscolours and shapes of visible and shapes of visible 
objects resemble and differ’’ objects resemble and differ’’ (“EPM,” (“EPM,” §§61, p. 193)61, p. 193)..
Such similarities and differences Such similarities and differences underwriteunderwrite
the way our concepts for sense impressions the way our concepts for sense impressions 
derive from those for perceptible objects. derive from those for perceptible objects. 
But we can rely on But we can rely on discrimination that isn’t discrimination that isn’t 
consciousconscious,, rather than conscious perceiving. rather than conscious perceiving. 
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Consider colors.  Building on a person’s Consider colors.  Building on a person’s 
reports of whether two hues match or are reports of whether two hues match or are 
just noticeably different (just noticeably different (JNDJND), we can ), we can 
construct a quality space of colors that construct a quality space of colors that 
reflects the similarities and differences reflects the similarities and differences 
among all hues for that personamong all hues for that personamong all hues, for that person.among all hues, for that person.
Averaging over peopleAveraging over people,, we get a quality we get a quality 
space like this space like this (CIE 1931)(CIE 1931)::
And people can reliablyAnd people can reliably
guess guess about matching about matching 
or or JNDJNDs s even wheneven whenoo ss e e ee e e
theythey do not see stimulido not see stimuli
consciouslyconsciously——because,because,
e.g., the stimulus is e.g., the stimulus is 
masked experimentallymasked experimentally
or otherwise degraded.or otherwise degraded.
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NonconsciousNonconscious discrimination of perceptible discrimination of perceptible 
properties is experimentally demonstrable.properties is experimentally demonstrable.
Guessing about stimuli seen Guessing about stimuli seen nonconsciouslynonconsciously
due to masking and other techniques is due to masking and other techniques is 
highly accurate highly accurate (>80%)(>80%), and , and nonconsciousnonconscious

ii ii b t h l i lb t h l i lseeing seeing primesprimes subsequent psychological subsequent psychological 
reactions.  Also, confidence in one’s guess reactions.  Also, confidence in one’s guess 
decreasesdecreases far more rapidly than accuracy far more rapidly than accuracy 
as the stimulus is degraded.as the stimulus is degraded.
So we can conceive of sense impressionsSo we can conceive of sense impressions——
and the mental qualities in virtue of which and the mental qualities in virtue of which a d e e a qua es ue o ca d e e a qua es ue o c
they resemble and differthey resemble and differ——not by analogy not by analogy 
with perceptible properties with perceptible properties asas we are we are 
consciously aware of them,consciously aware of them,
but rather as we can discriminate among but rather as we can discriminate among 
them, them, whether consciously or notwhether consciously or not..
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Sense impressions are states in virtue of Sense impressions are states in virtue of 
which we are able to which we are able to discriminatediscriminate among among 
perceptible properties, such as colors.    perceptible properties, such as colors.    
So every difference we can discriminate So every difference we can discriminate 
between two perceptible properties between two perceptible properties 
requires states that differ in that wayrequires states that differ in that wayrequires states that differ in that way.requires states that differ in that way.
So the same quality space that reflects the So the same quality space that reflects the 
differences among properties perceptible differences among properties perceptible 
by us fixes the sense impressionsby us fixes the sense impressions
by virtue of which we can make        by virtue of which we can make        
those perceptual discriminations.those perceptual discriminations.p pp p
Sense impressions, as Sense impressions, as SellarsSellars urged, do urged, do 
““resemblresembl[e] and [differ] [e] and [differ] … [in ways] … [in ways] 
structurally similar to the ways structurally similar to the ways in which in which 
the [perceptible properties of perceptible] the [perceptible properties of perceptible] 
objects resemble and differ” objects resemble and differ” (“EPM,” (“EPM,” §§61)61). . 
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This captures how concepts of sensations This captures how concepts of sensations 
derive from those of perceptible objects.derive from those of perceptible objects.
How about the other halfHow about the other half——the the ontological ontological 
dependencedependence SellarsSellars sees of manifest colors, sees of manifest colors, 
e.g., on sense impressions of color? e.g., on sense impressions of color? 
DD “ j t t th tt ib t“ j t t th tt ib tDo we Do we “project or transpose the attributes “project or transpose the attributes 
of sense impressions [of color] into the of sense impressions [of color] into the 
categorialcategorial framework of physical things framework of physical things 
and processesand processes” ” (“SRII,”  (“SRII,”  PPPP, 357), 357)??
We must adopt that relocation picture only We must adopt that relocation picture only 
if colors resist scientific treatment,if colors resist scientific treatment,if colors resist scientific treatment, if colors resist scientific treatment, 
and they’ll do so only if we conceive of and they’ll do so only if we conceive of 
them as them as consciouslyconsciously perceivedperceived.  So if the .  So if the 
analogy for analogy for rests on discrimination that rests on discrimination that 
needn’t be conscious, needn’t be conscious, physical colors need physical colors need 
not be projections from sense impressionsnot be projections from sense impressions..
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Since colors and sounds Since colors and sounds as as nonconsciouslynonconsciously
perceivedperceived don’t resist the mathematical don’t resist the mathematical 
treatment of the scientific image,treatment of the scientific image,
we’ll have no reason to see them as we’ll have no reason to see them as 
relocated to the mental realm.relocated to the mental realm.
As weAs we nonconsciouslynonconsciously discriminate amongdiscriminate amongAs we As we nonconsciouslynonconsciously discriminate among discriminate among 
them, they’re simply wave phenomena to them, they’re simply wave phenomena to 
which we respond differentially.        which we respond differentially.        
And though we categorize them by appeal And though we categorize them by appeal 
to our discriminative abilities, to our discriminative abilities, they are real they are real 
independent of being so discriminatedindependent of being so discriminated..p gp g
Once we no longer conceive of colors and Once we no longer conceive of colors and 
sounds only as we are consciously aware sounds only as we are consciously aware 
of them, they are no more problematic for of them, they are no more problematic for 
the scientific image than any other physical the scientific image than any other physical 
properties.  We can be properties.  We can be color realistscolor realists..
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Perceptible colors in the scientific image Perceptible colors in the scientific image 
would be spectralwould be spectral--reflectance profiles.  But reflectance profiles.  But 
for purposes of conceiving of sensations for purposes of conceiving of sensations 
by analogy with perceptible properties, we by analogy with perceptible properties, we 
want to want to stay in the manifest imagestay in the manifest image,, which which 
knows nothing about spectralknows nothing about spectral reflectancesreflectancesknows nothing about spectral knows nothing about spectral reflectancesreflectances..
So the manifest image identifies colorsSo the manifest image identifies colors——
independent of how we’re consciously independent of how we’re consciously 
aware of themaware of them——with whatever properties with whatever properties 
of visible objects allow us to discriminate of visible objects allow us to discriminate 
them in respect of color.  A manifestthem in respect of color.  A manifest--image image 

f h lf h l i h li h laccount  of what colors are account  of what colors are in themselves in themselves 
must be schematic in that way.must be schematic in that way.
But that does fix the manifestBut that does fix the manifest--image colors image colors 
as they are in themselves, independent of as they are in themselves, independent of 
our being consciously aware of them.our being consciously aware of them.
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So we can conceive of sensations by an So we can conceive of sensations by an 
analogical extension from concepts for analogical extension from concepts for 
properties we can senseproperties we can sense——understanding understanding 
the sensing to be not always conscious.the sensing to be not always conscious.
And since the relevant sensing needn’t And since the relevant sensing needn’t be be 

ii di lli d t l tdi lli d t l tconsciousconscious——dispelling a need to relocate dispelling a need to relocate 
perceptible properties such as colorperceptible properties such as color——
we also won’t see sense impressions as we also won’t see sense impressions as 
relocated versions of properties relocated versions of properties as we as we 
consciously perceive themconsciously perceive them.. Sensations will Sensations will 
sometimes occur without being conscioussometimes occur without being conscious..
Concepts of sensations can derive by Concepts of sensations can derive by 
analogy from concepts for perceptible analogy from concepts for perceptible 
properties, but sensations themselves properties, but sensations themselves 
need not be need not be recategorizedrecategorized or or relocated relocated 
versions of perceptible propertiesversions of perceptible properties..
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SellarsSellars does insist that “sense impressions does insist that “sense impressions 
… are common sense theoretical constructs … are common sense theoretical constructs 
introduced to explain the occurrence not introduced to explain the occurrence not 
of white rat type discriminative behavior, of white rat type discriminative behavior, 
but rather of perceptual propositional but rather of perceptual propositional 
attitudesattitudes ””attitudesattitudes ... .  ... .  
So these commonsense posits are “bound So these commonsense posits are “bound 
up with the explanation of why human up with the explanation of why human 
language contains … words for perceptible language contains … words for perceptible 
qualities and relations” qualities and relations” (“Identity Approach,” ¶48)(“Identity Approach,” ¶48)..
But the appeal is to But the appeal is to actual discriminationactual discrimination,,pppp ,,
not mere discriminative behavior.not mere discriminative behavior.
And perceptual propositional attitudes can And perceptual propositional attitudes can 
be be nonconsciousnonconscious no less than sensations.  no less than sensations.  
So we need not be So we need not be consciouslyconsciously aware of aware of 
the relevant perceptible properties.the relevant perceptible properties.
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Has something been lost?  What about the Has something been lost?  What about the 
way physical colors appear to us when we way physical colors appear to us when we 
dodo perceive them consciously?  How do perceive them consciously?  How do 
we account for those we account for those conscious conscious seemingsseemings??
Perceptual sensations aren’t intrinsically Perceptual sensations aren’t intrinsically 
conscious; so they won’t always result inconscious; so they won’t always result inconscious; so they won t always result in conscious; so they won t always result in 
conscious subjectivity.conscious subjectivity.
Such sensations are subjectively present Such sensations are subjectively present 
for us only when they are conscious.for us only when they are conscious.
But if sense impressions aren’t intrinsically But if sense impressions aren’t intrinsically 
conscious, what explains their conscious, what explains their sometimessometimespp
being conscious?  What is it that does being conscious?  What is it that does 
result in those conscious result in those conscious seemingsseemings? ? 
No stateNo state——whether an intentional state or whether an intentional state or 
a sense impressiona sense impression——is conscious is conscious if one is if one is 
wholly unaware of itwholly unaware of it..
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So a state is conscious only if one is aware So a state is conscious only if one is aware 
of itof it——only if one has some only if one has some higherhigher--order order 
awarenessawareness ((HOAHOA) of that state.) of that state.
Indeed, that’s the upshot of Indeed, that’s the upshot of SellarsSellars’ “need ’ “need 
it have?” remark in “EPM” it have?” remark in “EPM” ((§§59)59)::
It t tIt t t d it h ?d it h ? th t J ’th t J ’It turns outIt turns out——need it have?need it have?——that Jones’s that Jones’s 
contemporaries can be trained to report contemporaries can be trained to report 
their own intentional states.   their own intentional states.   
But reportsBut reports——like all speech actslike all speech acts——express express 
intentional states with the same content intentional states with the same content 
as the reportsas the reports (e.g., “Notes on Intentionality”)(e.g., “Notes on Intentionality”)..pp
So reporting one’s thoughts requires one So reporting one’s thoughts requires one 
to have thoughts about those thoughtsto have thoughts about those thoughts——
higherhigher--order thoughts (order thoughts (HOTHOTs).s).
The The HOAHOAs in virtue of which we’re aware  s in virtue of which we’re aware  
of our conscious thoughts are of our conscious thoughts are HOTHOTs.s.
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As noted, As noted, SellarsSellars gives roughly the same gives roughly the same 
account for sensations.account for sensations.
Indeed, without such a story he couldn’t Indeed, without such a story he couldn’t 
claim that being claim that being aware of sensations aware of sensations asas
sensations requires sensations requires Jones’s new concepts.Jones’s new concepts.
But sensing is sometimesBut sensing is sometimes nonconsciousnonconscious;;But sensing is sometimes But sensing is sometimes nonconsciousnonconscious; ; 
they won’t ever be conscious without they won’t ever be conscious without 
some some HOA of themHOA of them..
Still, can HOTsStill, can HOTs——purely intentional statespurely intentional states——
give rise give rise by themselvesby themselves to the conscious to the conscious 
“lighted up” character of our conscious “lighted up” character of our conscious g pg p
sense impressions?      sense impressions?      
Yes.  Strikingly, Yes.  Strikingly, simplysimply learning new words learning new words 
for one’s sensations does sometimesfor one’s sensations does sometimes——as in as in 
wine tastingwine tasting——result in result in subjectivelysubjectively more more 
finefine--grained qualitative experiences.grained qualitative experiences.
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The new words typically have no prior The new words typically have no prior 
semantic associationssemantic associations——as with, e.g., as with, e.g., 
‘tannin’ for the new taste of a wine.‘tannin’ for the new taste of a wine.
But how can But how can simplysimply learning new words for learning new words for 
our sensations our sensations result in one’s having a new result in one’s having a new 
type oftype of subjective awarenesssubjective awareness of them?of them?type of type of subjective awarenesssubjective awareness of them?of them?
Learning new words enables Learning new words enables us to have us to have 
new thoughtsnew thoughts——in this case new thoughts in this case new thoughts 
about our sensations, i.e., about our sensations, i.e., HOTHOTs.s.
And new HOTs make And new HOTs make one one aware of one’s aware of one’s 
sensations in new wayssensations in new ways.. HOTs do make a HOTs do make a yy
difference in difference in what it’s like for onewhat it’s like for one..
So HOTSo HOTs must also result in there being s must also result in there being 
anything at all that it’s like for one.  They anything at all that it’s like for one.  They 
make the difference between sensations’ make the difference between sensations’ 
being subjectively conscious and not.being subjectively conscious and not.
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Where does all this leave us with sense Where does all this leave us with sense 
impressions, manifest perceptible impressions, manifest perceptible 
properties, and relocation?properties, and relocation?
SellarsSellars holds that our concepts of sense holds that our concepts of sense 
impressions of color derive from concepts impressions of color derive from concepts 
for manifestfor manifest image perceptible colorsimage perceptible colorsfor manifestfor manifest--image perceptible colors.image perceptible colors.
The physical perceptible colors, however, The physical perceptible colors, however, 
are projections from conscious color are projections from conscious color 
sensations.sensations.
Banned from the physical realm, color is Banned from the physical realm, color is 
relocated as relocated as sense impressions of colorsense impressions of color..pp
But if we understand perceptible colors in But if we understand perceptible colors in 
respect of respect of nonconsciousnonconscious discriminationdiscrimination——
and so as lacking the character they  and so as lacking the character they  
appear to have in conscious perceivingappear to have in conscious perceiving——
there’s no need to relocate.there’s no need to relocate.
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We can still explain manifest We can still explain manifest seemingsseemings——
but not by appeal to the intrinsic nature  but not by appeal to the intrinsic nature  
of sensations, but rather to of sensations, but rather to the way we’re the way we’re 
subjectively aware of our sensationssubjectively aware of our sensations..
The The spatial aspectspatial aspect of sensingof sensing——sensing sensing 
sizesize shape and locationshape and location also allowsalso allowssize, size, shape, and locationshape, and location——also allows also allows 
treatment in terms of quality spaces.treatment in terms of quality spaces.
A sensation of a red triangle exhibits a A sensation of a red triangle exhibits a 
mental quality of color that resembles and mental quality of color that resembles and 
differs from other such qualities in ways differs from other such qualities in ways 
that parallel the that parallel the discriminablediscriminable similarities similarities pp
and differences that physical redness has and differences that physical redness has 
from other physical colors.from other physical colors.
And we can also give just such an account And we can also give just such an account 
for the for the triangular aspecttriangular aspect of a sensation of of a sensation of 
a red triangle.a red triangle.
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The mental qualities of shape, size, and The mental qualities of shape, size, and 
location resemble and differ from other location resemble and differ from other 
mental qualities in their families in ways mental qualities in their families in ways 
structurally parallel to the structurally parallel to the discriminablediscriminable
similarities and differences among the similarities and differences among the 
relevant physical spatial propertiesrelevant physical spatial propertiesrelevant physical spatial propertiesrelevant physical spatial properties..
In both cases the perceptible properties In both cases the perceptible properties 
are fixed by are fixed by relative relative discriminabilitydiscriminability..
So we have a uniform treatment of mental So we have a uniform treatment of mental 
colors and the mental spatial colors and the mental spatial properties we properties we 
visually access as boundaries visually access as boundaries among among yy gg
mental colors.mental colors.
We’ll conceive of both by analogy with We’ll conceive of both by analogy with 
relevant similarities and differencesrelevant similarities and differences——
with no more need to relocate physical with no more need to relocate physical 
colors than with visible spatial properties.colors than with visible spatial properties.
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As already noted, As already noted, SellarsSellars stresses that the stresses that the 
geometrical and content properties of geometrical and content properties of 
perceptible objects must go together perceptible objects must go together 
(“SRII,” (“SRII,” PPPP, 356; “, 356; “PhenomenalismPhenomenalism,” 75n.),” 75n.)..
That’s of a piece with his insistence that That’s of a piece with his insistence that 
sensations are modeled on perceptiblesensations are modeled on perceptiblesensations are modeled on perceptible sensations are modeled on perceptible 
physical objectsphysical objects——the wafers of “EPM” the wafers of “EPM” (pp. (pp. 
192192--3)3), since their size, shape, and location , since their size, shape, and location 
are are visible as color boundariesvisible as color boundaries..
That’s all in the That’s all in the manifest imagemanifest image.  .  But the But the 
uniform treatment of mental colors and   uniform treatment of mental colors and   
of mental spatial qualities of vision of mental spatial qualities of vision would would 
allow them to remain together even allow them to remain together even were were 
we to move to the we to move to the scientific imagescientific image.  .  
And having an account of spatial properties And having an account of spatial properties 
will will help as we turn to the grain problem.help as we turn to the grain problem.
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A few quick points.  Mental qualities do A few quick points.  Mental qualities do 
representrepresent——not as intentional states do, not as intentional states do, 
but by but by trackingtracking corresponding perceptible corresponding perceptible 
properties.properties.
And they do that by reflecting one’s ability And they do that by reflecting one’s ability 
to discriminate a particular perceptibleto discriminate a particular perceptibleto discriminate a particular perceptible to discriminate a particular perceptible 
property from its nearby neighbors.property from its nearby neighbors.
Mental qualities thereby connect with the Mental qualities thereby connect with the 
intentional content of perceivingintentional content of perceiving,, since since 
that content  is that content  is aboutabout the objects that the the objects that the 
qualities represent.qualities represent.q pq p
And though mental qualities are not holist And though mental qualities are not holist 
in the way concepts are, there is a limited in the way concepts are, there is a limited 
holism:  Mental red, e.g., is the property holism:  Mental red, e.g., is the property 
with the right set of similarities to and with the right set of similarities to and 
differences from other mental colors.differences from other mental colors.
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Jones plainly relied on colors as they Jones plainly relied on colors as they 
appear to us; so on his theory sensations appear to us; so on his theory sensations 
will always be conscious.will always be conscious.
But we can adjust his view of colors and But we can adjust his view of colors and 
sensations to accommodate physical colors sensations to accommodate physical colors 
as they areas they are in themselvesin themselves and sensationsand sensationsas they are as they are in themselvesin themselves and sensations and sensations 
independent of being consciousindependent of being conscious..
NonconsciousNonconscious discrimination is responsive discrimination is responsive 
to colors themselves, whereas conscious to colors themselves, whereas conscious 
visual sensations reveal how they appear.visual sensations reveal how they appear.
So in So in SellarsSellars’ spirit we can say that ’ spirit we can say that in in the the p yp y
order of knowingorder of knowing conscious sensations conscious sensations and and 
colors as they appear are primarycolors as they appear are primary——
but that but that nonconsciousnonconscious sensations and sensations and 
colors independent of how they appear colors independent of how they appear 
are primary are primary in the order of beingin the order of being..
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Can the manifest image accommodate Can the manifest image accommodate 
sensations that sensations that aren’taren’t conscious?  The conscious?  The 
manifest image, “by stipulation [!], …  manifest image, “by stipulation [!], …  
does not include … the postulation of does not include … the postulation of 
imperceptible entities … to explain the imperceptible entities … to explain the 
behaviourbehaviour of perceptible things”of perceptible things” (“PSIM ” 7)(“PSIM ” 7)behaviourbehaviour of perceptible things  of perceptible things  ( PSIM,  7)( PSIM,  7)..
Sensations aren’t perceptible, nor are they Sensations aren’t perceptible, nor are they 
entities, strictly speaking.  They also aren’t entities, strictly speaking.  They also aren’t 
posited to explain perceptible things.posited to explain perceptible things.
Still, this Still, this stipulation about the manifest stipulation about the manifest 
image might lead image might lead SellarsSellars to rule to rule out out 

i ’ h lli ’ h ll ff d id isensations we’re wholly aware sensations we’re wholly aware ofof——despite despite 
ample evidence available to him for ample evidence available to him for the the 
occurrence of sensing that’s subliminaloccurrence of sensing that’s subliminal.  .  
And this And this wouldn’t apply wouldn’t apply to thoughts, which to thoughts, which 
are modeled on speech acts, not objectsare modeled on speech acts, not objects..
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Still, Still, SellarsSellars acknowledged that intentional acknowledged that intentional 
states often occur without being conscious,  states often occur without being conscious,  
though though he seldom he seldom used ‘conscious’ to used ‘conscious’ to 
apply to mental states, as against applying apply to mental states, as against applying 
it to creatures.it to creatures.
Why then his resistance toWhy then his resistance to qualitativequalitativeWhy, then, his resistance to Why, then, his resistance to qualitativequalitative
states’ occurring without being consciousstates’ occurring without being conscious——
given that intentional states can and do?  given that intentional states can and do?  
The preThe pre--JoneseanJonesean concept of states that concept of states that 
are actually sensationsare actually sensations is the concept of a is the concept of a 
perceptible propertyperceptible property——as we’re aware of itas we’re aware of it..p p p p yp p p p y
But since, But since, SellarsSellars holds, those holds, those properties 
are are projections of states of ourselvesprojections of states of ourselves,,
in in being aware of those properties we are being aware of those properties we are 
in reality aware of states of ourselvesin reality aware of states of ourselves——
though not though not asas states of ourselves.  states of ourselves.  
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III.  Grain and AnalogyIII.  Grain and Analogy
There have long been exegetical questions There have long been exegetical questions 
aboutabout SellarsSellars’ grain problem’ grain problem——often tiedoften tiedabout about SellarsSellars  grain problem grain problem often tied  often tied  
to other issues of to other issues of SellarsSellars interpretation.    interpretation.    
I’ll take for granted a relatively standard I’ll take for granted a relatively standard 
version, which version, which SellarsSellars sees as “essentially sees as “essentially 
the same” as the same” as Eddington’sEddington’s twotwo--table puzzle table puzzle 
(“PSIM,” (“PSIM,” SPRSPR, p. 36/¶102), p. 36/¶102)..
And I’ll argue that the problem is met by And I’ll argue that the problem is met by 
adjusting adjusting SellarsSellars’ appeal to quality spaces’ appeal to quality spaces——
to qualitative similarities and differencesto qualitative similarities and differences——
so as to accommodate sensations and so as to accommodate sensations and 
mental qualities that fail to be conscious.mental qualities that fail to be conscious.
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In “Philosophy and the Scientific Image of In “Philosophy and the Scientific Image of 
Man,” Man,” SellarsSellars asks:  “[C]an we define, in asks:  “[C]an we define, in 
the framework of neurophysiology, states the framework of neurophysiology, states 
which are sufficiently analogous in their which are sufficiently analogous in their 
intrinsicintrinsic nature to sensations to make … nature to sensations to make … 
identification possible?”identification possible?” ((SPRSPR p 35/¶99)p 35/¶99)identification possible?  identification possible?  ((SPRSPR, p. 35/¶99), p. 35/¶99)..
The answer,” he continues, “seems clearly The answer,” he continues, “seems clearly 
to be ‘no’”to be ‘no’”——because of the ultimate because of the ultimate 
homogeneity of “the perceptible qualities homogeneity of “the perceptible qualities 
of things” of things” (p. 35/¶100), (p. 35/¶100), which neural systems which neural systems 
lack.  lack.  (Cf. “Identity Approach,”(Cf. “Identity Approach,” PPMEPPME 179, ¶45.)179, ¶45.)

“[C]“[C]olourolour expanses in the manifest world expanses in the manifest world 
consist of regions which are themselves consist of regions which are themselves 
colourcolour expanses”expanses”——however tiny however tiny (p. 35/¶100)(p. 35/¶100). . 
Can we reconcile Can we reconcile manifestmanifest--image ultimate image ultimate 
homogeneityhomogeneity with the scientific image?with the scientific image?
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A property is manifest if one is aware of it. A property is manifest if one is aware of it. 
Still, the properties of the manifest image Still, the properties of the manifest image 
may not be in themselves as we are aware may not be in themselves as we are aware 
of themof them ((Benham’sBenham’s disk and Fechner colors)disk and Fechner colors)..
Things in the manifest image have natures Things in the manifest image have natures 
i d d t f b i i di d d t f b i i dindependent of being perceivedindependent of being perceived——
consciously or not.consciously or not.
Appearance differs from reality Appearance differs from reality within the within the 
manifest imagemanifest image——and so and so nonconsciousnonconscious
discrimination of perceptible properties may discrimination of perceptible properties may 
mislead less than conscious perceiving.mislead less than conscious perceiving.p gp g
So the appearance of perceptible colors as So the appearance of perceptible colors as 
being being ultimately ultimately homogeneous homogeneous (“(“dissectivedissective””——
Goodman 1951)Goodman 1951), does not , does not by itselfby itself establish establish 
that those properties really are in that those properties really are in 
themselves ultimately homogeneous.themselves ultimately homogeneous.
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SellarsSellars’ use of quality spaces’ use of quality spaces——similarities similarities 
and differencesand differences——to fix the perceptible to fix the perceptible 
properties appeals to conscious perceiving.  properties appeals to conscious perceiving.  
So it restricts us to perceptible properties So it restricts us to perceptible properties 
as those properties appear to us in as those properties appear to us in 
conscious perceivingconscious perceivingconscious perceivingconscious perceiving..
But we can accommodate perceiving that But we can accommodate perceiving that 
isn’t conscious by appeal to quality spaces isn’t conscious by appeal to quality spaces 
built from discriminative abilitybuilt from discriminative ability——matching matching 
or or JNDJNDs. s. 
Since discrimination needn’t be conscious, Since discrimination needn’t be conscious, 
we’re no longer confined to perceptible we’re no longer confined to perceptible 
properties as they consciously appear.properties as they consciously appear.
So we’d need an So we’d need an additional reasonadditional reason to to 
credit the appearance that perceptible credit the appearance that perceptible 
properties are ultimately homogeneous.properties are ultimately homogeneous.
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When an object of the manifest image When an object of the manifest image 
appears to have a color it doesn’t actually appears to have a color it doesn’t actually 
have, we can explain that illusionhave, we can explain that illusion——
in terms suitable to the manifest imagein terms suitable to the manifest image..
That’s a reasonable way to test whether   That’s a reasonable way to test whether   

ti l f di ti i hi litti l f di ti i hi lita particular case of distinguishing reality a particular case of distinguishing reality 
from appearance lies from appearance lies withinwithin the manifest the manifest 
imageimage——or is instead a contrast of the or is instead a contrast of the 
manifest with the scientific image.manifest with the scientific image.
And we can explain, And we can explain, in terms distinctive   in terms distinctive   
to the manifest imageto the manifest image,, why perceptible why perceptible o e a es ageo e a es age,, y pe cep b ey pe cep b e
colorscolors——and corresponding mental qualities and corresponding mental qualities 
of colorof color——would would appearappear to be ultimately to be ultimately 
homogeneous,homogeneous,
even if they aren’t that way even if they aren’t that way independent independent 
of how they appear subjectivelyof how they appear subjectively..
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An expanse is ultimately homogeneous if An expanse is ultimately homogeneous if 
every part, however small, exhibits the every part, however small, exhibits the 
color of the whole expanse.     color of the whole expanse.     
We conceive of an expanse of perceptible We conceive of an expanse of perceptible 
color and mental color qualities color and mental color qualities in terms  in terms  
f iti i litf iti i litof position in a quality spaceof position in a quality space——

in terms of how similar the perceptible or in terms of how similar the perceptible or 
mental color is to neighboring properties mental color is to neighboring properties 
in its quality space.  in its quality space.  
Indeed, we conceive of perceptible and Indeed, we conceive of perceptible and 
mental mental colors colors exclusivelyexclusively in such qualityin such quality--e ae a co o sco o s e c us e ye c us e y suc qua ysuc qua y
space terms.space terms.
And since there are also mental qualities of And since there are also mental qualities of 
size and shape, there’s no problem about size and shape, there’s no problem about 
how we conceive of a how we conceive of a mental expansemental expanse of a of a 
mental quality of colormental quality of color——or its or its mental partsmental parts..
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A sensation of a red triangle has a A sensation of a red triangle has a mental mental 
quality of red, and also quality of red, and also a mental quality of a mental quality of 
an an expanse with triangular bordersexpanse with triangular borders..
Mental red occurs in a mental triangular Mental red occurs in a mental triangular 
expanse when it occurs in a way that expanse when it occurs in a way that 

bl d diff f th t lbl d diff f th t lresembles and differs from other mental resembles and differs from other mental 
expanses in ways that expanses in ways that parallel the ways a parallel the ways a 
visible triangular expansevisible triangular expanse resembles and resembles and 
differs from other visible expanses.differs from other visible expanses.
But the mental red itself is But the mental red itself is solelysolely a matter a matter 
of of relative positionrelative position in a quality space of in a quality space of oo e a e pos oe a e pos o a qua y space oa qua y space o
mental color qualities.mental color qualities.
So So anyany mental part of that mental expanse mental part of that mental expanse 
will will also appearalso appear to have a mental color to have a mental color 
that’s that’s solelysolely a matter of relative position a matter of relative position 
in a quality space of mental color qualities.in a quality space of mental color qualities.
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Every mental part of a mental expanse of Every mental part of a mental expanse of 
mental red will mental red will seemseem to exhibit mental red. to exhibit mental red. 
One might object:  If we use location in a One might object:  If we use location in a 
quality space to fix mental qualities, that quality space to fix mental qualities, that 
location fixes not only their location fixes not only their appearanceappearance,,
but theirbut their intrinsic realityintrinsic reality as well Withas well Withbut their but their intrinsic realityintrinsic reality as well.  With as well.  With 
“sensations,” “sensations,” SellarsSellars claims, “the analogy claims, “the analogy 
concerns the quality itself”concerns the quality itself”——the “the “intrinsicintrinsic
character [of] sensations” character [of] sensations” (“PSIM,” p. 35/¶99)(“PSIM,” p. 35/¶99).  .  
Since mental qualities are manifestSince mental qualities are manifest--image image 
positsposits,, perhaps their perhaps their intrinsicintrinsic nature is fixed nature is fixed pp ,, p pp p
by the analogy that underwrites the posit.by the analogy that underwrites the posit.
With thoughts, the analogy fixes only their With thoughts, the analogy fixes only their 
rolesroles——““leavleav[[inging] open … ] open … their intrinsic their intrinsic 
charactercharacter (¶99)(¶99).  But the sensations analogy, .  But the sensations analogy, 
SellarsSellars insists, insists, fixesfixes their intrinsic nature.their intrinsic nature.
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Thoughts are fixed by their conceptual Thoughts are fixed by their conceptual 
rolesroles——conceived in relational terms.     conceived in relational terms.     
But But location in a quality space is no less location in a quality space is no less 
relationalrelational:: It’s how much a particular It’s how much a particular 
perceptible or mental color, e.g., resembles perceptible or mental color, e.g., resembles 
or differs from others in its familyor differs from others in its familyor differs from others in its family.or differs from others in its family.
So it’s unclear why an analogy built on that So it’s unclear why an analogy built on that 
relative location fixes relative location fixes intrinsicintrinsic nature more nature more 
than an analogy based on conceptual role.  than an analogy based on conceptual role.  
Why would Why would SellarsSellars regard mental qualities regard mental qualities 
as fixed in respect of intrinsic natures?as fixed in respect of intrinsic natures?pp
Presumably because of Presumably because of consciousnessconsciousness::
It’s tempting to see both mental qualities  It’s tempting to see both mental qualities  
and perceptible properties as and perceptible properties as subjectivelysubjectively
presenting themselves to us as they presenting themselves to us as they 
actually are actually are intrinsicallyintrinsically..
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If we relied If we relied justjust on how mental on how mental qualities qualities 
subjectively present themselves,subjectively present themselves,
we might see the subjective appearances we might see the subjective appearances 
as as fixing their intrinsic natures.fixing their intrinsic natures.
But that would hold But that would hold only insofar as the only insofar as the 
mental qualities are consciousmental qualities are consciousmental qualities are consciousmental qualities are conscious..
In themselvesIn themselves they’re fixed by location in a they’re fixed by location in a 
quality spacequality space——relatively, not intrinsically.relatively, not intrinsically.
And the temptation to see consciousness And the temptation to see consciousness 
as fixing the intrinsic natures of sensations as fixing the intrinsic natures of sensations 
is in any case mistaken:is in any case mistaken:is in any case mistaken: is in any case mistaken: 
The HOAs in virtue of which sensations The HOAs in virtue of which sensations 
are sometimes conscious represent them are sometimes conscious represent them 
in terms of their mental qualitiesin terms of their mental qualities——
and so and so in terms of those qualities’ relative in terms of those qualities’ relative 
location in a quality spacelocation in a quality space..
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Indeed, it’s clear even Indeed, it’s clear even subjectivelysubjectively that that 
consciousness represents mental qualities consciousness represents mental qualities 
in in relativerelative terms.  terms.  Thus we consciously Thus we consciously 
distinguish hues more finely when other distinguish hues more finely when other 
hues nearby in the quality space are hues nearby in the quality space are 
consciously available for comparisonconsciously available for comparisonconsciously available for comparison.consciously available for comparison.
Conceiving of mental qualities on analogy Conceiving of mental qualities on analogy 
with the with the discriminablediscriminable similarities and similarities and 
differences among perceptible properties differences among perceptible properties 
does not appeal to the intrinsic nature of does not appeal to the intrinsic nature of 
either type of propertyeither type of property..
So the qualitySo the quality--space model, independent space model, independent 
of consciousness, explains why sensations of consciousness, explains why sensations 
appearappear to be ultimately homogeneousto be ultimately homogeneous——
and also leaves it open that, in themselves, and also leaves it open that, in themselves, 
they are they are notnot ultimately homogeneous.ultimately homogeneous.
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Thank you for   Thank you for   
your attentionyour attention
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